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TOBIAS GRAU

Founder of Tobias Grau
This year, German producer Tobias Grau presented
two new light fixtures, Paris and XT-S. “The combination of aluminium and bone china gives the Paris
suspension lamp a very special aura. This round aluminium luminaire combines seamlessly with the bone
china diffuser. The light is optimally de-glared, creating a very smooth lighting effect.” The second fixture
is an office lamp, XT-S. “This new project offers a very
slim and elegant design, where direct and indirect light
optimally and efficiently cover the surrounding surface. Depending on the time of the day, the light can be
dimmed and switched on or off, varying from warmwhite to daylight, to satisfy modern demands regarding
biodynamic light.” XT-S can also be set using a remote
control unit and programmed to achieve different lighting requirements. In addition to the floor version, the
range includes suspension and wall lights, and table
adaptations, all of which come in black and white.

MATHIAS HAHN
Designer for Marset

During Light + Building 2016, Marset is introducing Theia, a new lamp signed by Mathias Hahn. As
Hahn explains, “The name of the Greek goddess Theia,
the mother of the sun, the moon, and the dawn, lends
itself to this lamp because its design primarily seeks to
express the beauty of light and the fascination we feel
for it. The materials and shapes are merely the means
to merge light and shadow in a single piece. Theia has
two faces, and to discover these, all you have to do
is gently swivel it around its axis. It can be pointed
towards the user to function as a reading lamp or it
can be pointed towards an object or a wall, creating a
subtle, indirect light that immediately warms the atmosphere. This movement shifts the perception of the
piece because its metal lampshade is totally opaque.”
The streamlined design is created by two half-spheres
that intersect each other. “Just as in nature itself, these
formal elements make it possible for the light to be
projected, reflected, and absorbed by objects.”
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